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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:

Name:

Annabel Jackson

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name: Annabel Jacks on As s ociates Ltd
Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset living in Lyncombe H iii. I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in
the City of Bath. I strongly object to the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area. The proposals clearly do not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other
than In respect of an arbitrary measure of voter equallty. The draft proposals would spllt the strong, vibrant and connected community of Wldcombe across five
wards tor local councll representation. This would undermine communications and community engagement on local Issues, eroding the efficient working of our
local government, and reducing community cohesion. Lyncombe Hill is very much part of Widcombe yet these proposals move us to another, disconnected,
ward. We have strong social, transport and amenity links to Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we should be included in an extended
Wldcombe &. Lyncombe ward. We belleve wards can be designed to stlll achieve the equallty of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local community. I
belleve the ward proposals must be reconsidered to better reflect our strong local community and achieve consistency of local representation with predomlnately
two councillor wards {for example by combining Widcombe &. Lyncombe). I am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve
the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and strongly commend these proposals to you. Yours faithfully Annabel Jackson BSc MPhil MBA

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation. lgbce.org .uk/nodelprinUinformed-representation/11882
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Barry James

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Mr

Comment text:
Whilst it is reasonable to have a new larger Oldfield Park Ward it does not seem logical
to include residents on the city side of the river within the proposed new ward. Oldfield
Park is quite a different type of area to many other parts of the city and has particular
problems not seen in other areas. Whilst the need to balance up the voting numbers is
understood, it should not override the link between residents and councillors for effective
local government .

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Ian JAMIESON

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I have read the proposal s from the Boundary Commission re the proposed new boundaries for Combe Down, Bath. I am in general supportive of the work of
the Boundary Commission and appreciate the arguments about balancing numbers in different wards. However I am dismayed by these proposal s. It looks as
though somebody with no knowledge of the area has arbltrarll y drawn new boundaries through the heart of an historic vlllage. Combe Down has a very strong
sense of Identity and Is a flourishing community. There are a very large number of societies, groups and activities which are well attended In the vlllage. Combe
Down is an historic village with several important and distinctive roads. One of these is Church Road, one of the finest in Bath. And yet the proposals bisect
this road in half meaning that half of it will now reside in an entirely different ward. Frankl y this is an absurdity. A similar point can be made about Shaft road.
This road Is Intimately llnked to the mining of Bath stone which Is central to the Identity of Combe Down. There Is also a proposal to give us part of
Perrymead. This might make sense If you l ook at a map but In real lty In makes no sense. The quickest route to Perrymead from Combe Down Is a rough track
which is more or less impassabl e in Winter. Combe Down sits on a high down, Perrymead is located at its foot and is quite properly seen as part of Widcombe. I do hope
that you can take note of these objections. The proposals have created significant anger and distress in the vill age Prof Ian Jamieson, OBE,

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mary Jelbert <
31 January 2018 11:24
Owen, David
Ward boundary: Combe Down

Dear Mr Owen,
I have only recently become aware of the proposed change to the boundary of the Combe Down
ward. I am appalled to see that the proposed cut off is at Tyning Rd, Combe Down.
Combe Down is a lovely historical village, and I consider Church Rd, where I live, to be right at the
heart of the village.It makes no sense at all to me to draw the line right through the heart of the
village. A more sensible point would be further along by Shaft Rd.
As I said, I live on Church Rd, but under the new boundary I would live in the ward of Claverton,
not Combe Down. This feels non sensical. I live in Combe Down. My children went to Combe
Down Primary school on the street that I live. I attend Holy Trinity Combe Down on the same
street. I go to the doctors in Combe Down and shop in Combe Down shops. I sing in a choir that
meets in a Combe Down pup, The King William. I identify strongly as a member of the Combe
Down community. And there is a very strong sense of Community in Combe Down.
When I vote, I vote at the Union Chapel building which is just along Church Rd. It is important to
me that my vote is counted in an area that I consider to be where I live. I do not live in Claverton.
I would ask that the Boundary Commission reconsider the placement of the boundary so that the
village of Combe Down is kept intact within the ward of Combe Down.
Yours sincerely,

1

Lyncombe). We feel very strongly about the need for two councillor wards. We
currently have two councillors, one of which is active, approachable and
regularly knocks on doors to talk to those quieter residents about their
concerns. The other councillor is never seen, does nothing for the community
and purely furthers his own interests as a developer sitting on the local
planning committee. If we were to be in a ward with only one councillor there
is an unacceptable risk it would be only the latter type of disengaged, selfinterested councillor. Therefore we need to keep a healthy diversity of
electoral choice and a better quality of representation through continuing the
use of two councillor wards in Bath.
We are aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative
way to achieve the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality,
and commend these proposals to you.
Yours faithfully

Rowena and Stephen Jolly

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
Millbank Tower
London SW1 P 4QP

18th February 2018

Dear Sir or Madam
Re: Objection to the proposed abolition of the Lambridge Ward
We have lived in Larkhall for many years and there is a strong sense of community
here. The two main community hubs in Larkhall are the New Oriel Hall and St
Saviours Church, yet under your proposals, the St Saviours Church area of Larkhall
will be hived off to the Walcot ward, thereby splitting Larkhall into two. We use the
shops in Larkhall on a daily basis, enjoy meeting friends from Larkhall and Fairfield
Park in the Larkhall Inn, meet friends and family in the Larkhall Liberal Club and
attend the Pensioners Christmas lunch there each year, and we join other Larkhall
residents at the Fairtrade coffee mornings and community events at St Saviours
Church etc.
At the moment we have the opportunity to vote for 2 councillors in Lambridge, who
represent the community of Larkhall, Fairfield Park and Bailbrook. We live in the
heart of Larkhall, yet under your proposals we will have no political representation
within our own community, but will have to vote for councillors in Walco� a totally
separate community to ours. This will reduce our democratic rights,
We therefore object to your proposal to abolish the Lambridge ward, on the grounds
that you have not reflected community identity or community links in the proposed
ward structure and our democratic rights will be reduced as we will no longer have
any councillors representing us within our local community of Larkhall.
Yours faithfully,

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Jones

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: St Matthews Church

Comment text:
Having seen you plans or the future boundaries may I suggest you take a good look at the Widcombe
Association's more sympathetic and rational suggestions and use them as your template. Please don't let
petty political squabbles and jostling get in the way of good local governance when dealing with historic local
community issues.

Uploaded Documents:
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Local Government Boundary Review
Widcombe Association Submissions
Introduction
1. The Widcombe Association (WA) is Bath’s largest community association, including
residents, businesses, public institutions and charities. A non-political organisation, we
have been actively in existence for many decades, with a clear constitution, elected
committee and a minimum of two general meetings of members each year. We made
submissions with respect to the Commission’s initial consultation seeking views on new
wards.
2. The WA is very disappointed by the Commission’s current draft recommendations, and now
submit our objections together with suggested modifications aimed at achieving the
Commission’s stated considerations.
3. Although more locally focussed, we see our submission as complementing and consistent
with the broader comments made by the Bath City Forum and Federation of Bath
Residents’ Associations.
Objections to the Current Draft Recommendations
4. The Commission’s stated main considerations are to:
Improve electoral equality by equalising the number of electors each councillor represents
Reflect community identity
Provide for effective and convenient local government.
5. The current draft recommendations essentially achieve the first consideration but fail the
other two.
6. A comparison between the existing and draft recommended Widcombe Ward boundaries
(plans below), coupled with extensive personal local knowledge, points to the following.
7. Historic Widcombe is proposed to be split into 5 wards. This is unacceptable and flies in
the face of a strong community identity and cohesion.
8. Widcombe Village, including in and around Widcombe Manor would be split from Widcombe
Ward and relocated in Claverton Down. The eponymous Widcombe Manor is more than an
address but, through the generosity of successive occupants, its grounds have long hosted
Widcombe events (most recently, as every year, on New Year’s Day).
9. St Thomas a Becket Church (close by Widcombe Manor) is both a local place of worship
and provides a venue for other Widcombe based events. It is part of a joint benefice
“Widcombe St Thomas and St Matts” with complementary services (more traditional at St
Thomas and more contemporary at St Matts) under a single incumbent and with active
Church Wardens involved with both. As now proposed they would have to look to different
councillors with respect to issues affecting either or both churches.
10. The large secondary Beechen Cliff School bounds houses along much of Greenway Lane,
inevitably with consequent issues arising. Under the draft recommendations, residents and
school would, however, be served by different councillors, greatly complicating
communication and mediation.
11. Widcombe Infant and Junior CoE Schools (notwithstanding their name) would no longer be
in Widcombe Ward, despite being very much part of the Widcombe community with close
links with the Widcombe Benefice as above.
12. Several key roads would be split. Prior Park/Ralph Allen’s Drive (A3062) is a major
thoroughfare and largely residential: under the current proposals residents and others
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would need to liaise with different councillors depending their address with respect to
matters such as traffic speed, road safety and parking.
13. Widcombe Hill is another busy traffic route that would similarly be artificially split, even
though issues such as traffic speed tend to be common along its length.
14. Other locations would be illogically severed rather than split. Perrymead, for example, is a
vehicular cul-de-sac and a pedestrian cul-de-sac for all but the fittest. (The most southerly
length at Fox Hill is unmade and precipitously steep). For practical purposes Perrymead
has no connection to Combe Down. Perrymead residents would no longer be able to reach
their polling station other than by a lengthy car journey breaching the Commission’s
“internal connectivity” criterion.
15. Likewise residents of Lyncombe Vale Road, Lyncombe Vale and Greenway Lane have no
connection with somewhere called ‘Lyncombe’ although that is where they would be
relocated. In practice, residents here view themselves as living in Widcombe, which is
where they overwhelmingly look to socialise, shop and of course to vote. Yet they would
be relocated, facing a lengthy and difficult route to reach the normal polling station serving
the current Lyncombe Ward, and it is difficult to visualise any better location.
16. Dolemeads residents would find themselves in an amorphous Bathwick Ward despite living
practically on top the Widcombe Schools, shopping parade and Social Club.
17. Lime Grove area residents would find themselves living in Bathwick Ward despite being
severed from it by the Kennet and Avon Canal. Again the internal connectivity criterion
would be breached. The fairly recent residential development at the northern end of Lime
Grove already suffers this problem and should (as previously suggested) be relocated into
Widcombe.
18. Not only do the current recommendations provide a very poor fit with people’s
understanding of the geography of this part of Bath, the outcome would also significantly
erode the efficient working of the Council, generating additional meetings and
communications between individuals, organisations, Council Members and officers.
World Heritage Site
19. Bath is a UNESCO World Heritage Site (WHS), one of only two complete cities so
designated (the other being Venice). WHS designations acknowledge that a location has
“Universal Values”, which for Bath include the close and intermingling relationship between
the city, its countryside setting and skyline. This is nowhere more evident than in
Widcombe, indeed the WA strapline is “where the city meets the countryside”. As well as
being important for its own sake, this Universal Value brings benefits and enjoyment to
those living across the city as well as to visitors from across the world. Safeguarding this
requires sensitivity to competing needs, including development needs, with constructive
engagement between public, private and voluntary organisations. Fragmenting the area
politically would make its management much more problematic for all concerned.
Proposed Revisions to the Draft Recommendations
20. Claverton Down makes no sense as a ward: it should be abandoned with areas returned to
Bathwick, Combe Down and Widcombe Wards. We feel the position of the University has
skewed the recommendations. We suggest the University should remain with Bathwick –
the area to which it has closest connection. This also enables residents to the east of the
railway to return to their more natural area of Widcombe.
21. Combe Down should not absorb Perrymead, for the reasons above, but should retain those
parts of Combe Down Village currently envisaged as going to Claverton (it seems
unexpected to split Combe Down village in two). Lyncombe and Widcombe should be
combined as a two-member ward, overcoming the splitting and severance problems
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outlined above. Wellsway should be the boundary below Bear Flat, areas east of Wellsway
remaining in Widcombe as they have little connection with Oldfield Ward.
22. Bear Flat has an effective and active identity, which could be readily retained whether or
not this locality (and South Quays) were included within Widcombe in the interests of
electoral equality. WA would not oppose either but continue to engage constructively with
those areas.
23. Our suggested modifications to the Commission’s draft recommendations are shown on
Table 1 below, demonstrating how this achieves broadly equal elector numbers per
councillor in the relevant new wards.
Table of Proposed changes based on 2017 electoral register
Proposed Area
Starting - Forecast

Widcombe & Bathwick Combe Claverton
Oldfield Comments
Lyncombe
Down
Down
Park
2314 (W)
4491
5134
2278
6845
2254 (L)

University
Claverton Down
Road North/
Claverton Ct/All Saints
Place/Quarry Rock
Gardens/Clarendon
Terrace
Widcombe Hill
Macauley Buildings
Prospect Road
Widcombe Old
Village
Church Street / Lane
Prior Park School & NT
Crowe Hall
Lime Grove /
Pultney
Gardens/Grove
Houseshoe Walk /
Sydney Buildings
(part)
Dolemeads
Ferry Lane / Broadway
/Archway St/Excelsior
Street /Pultney Road
(West) /
Caroline Buildings
East of Wellsway
Magdalen Avenue /
Park Avenue /
Westfield Park / Wells
Road East side

1288

-1288

196

-196

113

-113

59

-59

Return to
Bathwick
Return to
Bathwick

Return to
Widcombe &
Lyncome
Return to
Widcombe &
Lyncombe

74

-74

150

-150

Move from
Bathwick to
Widcombe

269

-269

Return to
Widcombe &
Lyncombe

0

Return / move
to Widcombe &
Lyncombe

0 230 voters are
left in Oldfield
to meet the
equality
objectives
although more
related to
Widcombe
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Proposed Area
Perrymead

Widcombe & Bathwick
Lyncombe
141

Combe Down (east)
Tyning Road /Church
Rd East/ North Rd
East/Brow/
St Winifreds Drive/ The
Rockery / Shaft Road
Claverton Down
Flatwoods Road
/Claverton Drive/
Claverton Down Road

Englishcombe Lane
Englishcombe Way /
Westfield close
Small transfers to be
identified to achieve
electoral equality

Combe Claverton
Down
Down
-141

Oldfield
Park

438

-438

157

-157

Return to
Widcombe (cut
off from Combe
Down)
Unite Combe
Down

Return to
Combe Down

-170

Move to
Moorfiled
-300

Bathwick to
elsewhere
-400

Total Electors
Councilors
Elector per Councilor

5204
2
2602

Comments

5182
2
2599

5188
2
2594

Combe Down
to Odd Down
(Near B3110)
0
0
0

7075
3
2358

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Changes are based on electoral register from 2017. Therefore are estimated.
Assumed growth in Claverton Ward is solely due to University.
Target is 2367 +/- 10% for each councillor (ie range of 2130 to 2604 electors).
Our proposals deliver the equality requirement within +/- 10% but reflect much better
local communities and democratic accountability than do the Commission’s draft
recommendations.
5. Main changes are:
a. Claverton Down Ward is removed
b. Widcombe & Lyncombe are joined as one ward
c. University is returned to Bathwick
d. Claverton Rd North area is returned to Bathwick
e. Widcombe Hill is returned to Widcombe & Lyncombe reuniting Widcombe Hill
f. Widcombe Old Village is reunited with Widcombe areas
g. Lime Grove & Pultney / Dolemeads/ Pultney Road are returned to Widcombe &
Lyncombe using the River, Railway and Canal as natural boundaries. Also unites
Widcombe Schools within their main catchment areas of Widcombe.
h. East of Wellsway is returned to Widcombe using the A367 as the natural boundary
these areas strongly linked with Widcombe & Lyncombe areas
i. Perrymead is returned to Widcombe & Lyncombe (it has no vehicle access to Combe
Down). Residents are drawn to Widcombe & Lyncombe and unites Lyncombe Valley.
j. Combe Down East is returned to Combe Down to unite the village
k. Claverton Down South reunited with Combe Down
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WA recommended ward boundaries (resulting from applying changes above)

Extracts from the Commission’s report (current and draft ward proposals)

Widcombe and surrounding wards - Existing
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Widcombe and surrounding wards – Commission’s Draft Recommendations

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Rosie Jones

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in the current Combe Down ward. Considering it's western boundary I would
recommend that St martins school, Three Ways school and the area of the St Martins
hospital site (some of which has been redeveloped for residential), are all included in Odd
Down ward. From a community perspective, these schools and homes are more
associated with Odd Down than Combe Down. I'd suggest the boundary would make more
sense to follow Midford Road. On the eastern boundary of Combe Down ward, I would
have a strong preference for the streets around Tyning Road to continue to sit within
Combe Down ward. This area is strongly a part of the Combe Down village community.
I'd suggest the boundary should fall somewhere east of Shaft Road to include North Road
up to that point. I appreciate that this could make the population of the proposed
Claverton a Down ward too small but would hope that could be adjusted for by moving
another of it boundaries in a way that makes sense from a community perspective.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathryn Jordan
25 January 2018 21:55
reviews
boundary changes

Dear Sir/Madam,
The proposed boundary changes in Lambridge, northeast Bath, defy reason. Lambridge ward is a strong vibrant
community. To chop off chunks and tack these onto other wards, in order to replace two councillors with one
doesn’t make sense. If a higher number of voters is needed to keep Lambridge as a viable ward it’s boundary should
be increased not reduced.
Why Lambridge ward should stay untouched
Lambridge has it’s own identity. There’s lots going on. When Larkhall got it’s large new community centre in 2004
( New Oriel Hall) the hall committee had to decide on an area of benefit for the facility. Lambridge Ward became the
main area of benefit because already people living in the ward were sharing facilities and working together. Within
the ward there’s a hugely successful sports club, a community library, a lively theatre open seven days a week, a
community garden, a community choir, mothering courses, and for seniors living in the ward a lunch club and a
Friendship Circle. These are all run with the help of and in some cases exclusively by volunteers from around the
ward.
When the buses linking Fairfied Park and Larkhall were stopped there was uproar because the two areas are linked
so closely together, sharing all the facilities previously mentioned as well as local shops in Larkhall and a health
centre in Fairfield Park. Over 2000 people from all over the ward signed the petition to get the bus service restored.
Lots left comments, telling how these areas are naturally linked together, they belong together.
As well as shared facilities there are many community groups, bringing people from around the ward together on a
regular basis, including a Transition Group, a Social Affairs Discussion Group and a Festival Committee, who meet
throughout the year to plan Larkhall’s annual Festival, held every year at the beginning of May. Part of the Festival
involves an Arts Trail and a Garden Trail. Both meander around the ward, up to the top of Fairfield Park, around
Larkhall, across to Swainswick and up to Bailbrook Lane, linking together the different parts of the ward. The area
works well together, including the geography of the situation, with the village in the centre and people living on the
hills around, providing a balanced mix. A small Larkhall ward would be far too intense, far too much going on for just
one councillor to deal with.
At election time people vote in the village. If the changes go ahead some people who have walked a few yards
down the road to vote will have travel a distance into a different ward. If a new small Larkhall ward is given the go
ahead even St Saviour’s church, (Larkhall’s main church) close to the heart of the village, would no longer be in
Lambridge ward, or even Larkhall ward. It would be in Walcot.
Having only one councillor to represent a diminished ward is an attack on our democracy and downright silly. If
changing the ward boundary is about numbers living here then increase the size of the ward and keep two
councillors rather than destroy our very special and lively community.
Yours sincerely,
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Kathryn Jordan

2
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Lynda Keepen

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I want to oppose the change of the Combe Down boundary which would put everything from Tyning Road in to a Claverton Ward.

Uploaded Document•:
None Uploaded
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emily Kelly <
05 February 2018 13:36
reviews
Boundaries Commission - Lansdown

Dear Sir/ Madam,
I am writing in response to the publication of the Commission's draft recommendations on the new electoral
arrangements for Bath and North East Somerset Council.
As a former resident of
in the Kingsmead Ward and a current resident
in
the Lansdown Ward, I feel I know these two areas reasonably well and understand their relevant community
identities and associations.
I can therefore understand and completely agree with the Commission recommendation for the Audley Park
area to become part of the Weston Ward, but I am very unhappy with the proposed configuration of the
Lansdown ward whose strong community history and identity has been sacrificed to meet mathematical
targets. Whilst I completely understand the need to ensure roughly equal representation across wards I think
it would be quite possible for the Commission to look at including the area of housing to the north of Crescent
Lane within the proposed Lansdown Ward which would help to balance the figures and allow the Lansdown
community to remain as one cohesive whole. It would also act as a more natural boundary to the wards than
the one shown in your recommendations.
I look forward to seeing the Commission's final recommendations and trust that my suggestions will be taken
into account.
Yours,
Emily Kelly
‐
Emily Kelly

1

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Funda Kemal

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Local family

Comment text:
Please include Park Avenue and Magdalen Avenue in Widcombe Ward and not Oldfield
Park
All access points, routes, traffic, local amenities and schools related to
these roads are in Widcombe. Oldfield Park is distinctly separated by the busy A road Wells Road. I have marked the area in blue on the map above. Left as it is, it will be an
isolated island. Please include it in it’s natural boundary so it doesn’t get left out of key
decisions relating to its community. Many thanks.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Helen Kendall

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Transition Larkhall

Comment text:
By changing the ward from Lambridge to Larkhall we lose part of our community and one
of our councillors. I am opposed to this change

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Chris Kinchin-Smith

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Ward Boundary Consultation From Chris Kinchin-Smith
Local Government Boundary Commission ref: BANES Widcombe and Lyncombe Ward
Boundaries Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset
. I would like to comment on the draft proposals
for new wards in the City of Bath. I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe
ward area are not satisfactory and do not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than
in respect of voter equality. The draft proposals would result in the strong, vibrant and
connected community of Widcombe being split across five wards for local council
representation. This would greatly complicate communications and community
engagement on local issues, eroding the efficient working of our local government.
we are very much part of Widcombe yet these proposals would move us
to another, disconnected, ward. We have strong social, transport and amenity links to
Widcombe and this is our community. We believe that we should be included in an
extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be designed to still achieve
the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local community. I believe the
ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our strong local community and
achieve consistency of local representation with predominately two-councillor wards (in
this case by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe). I am aware that the Widcombe
Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the stated aims for ward design,
including electoral equality. I have studies their proposals and commend them to you. In
particular: a) Claverton Down Ward to be removed; b) Widcombe and Lyncombe to be
joined as one ward; c) University to be returned to Bathwick; d) Claverton Rd North area
to be returned to Bathwick; e) Widcombe Hill to be returned to Widcombe & Lyncombe
reuniting Widcombe Hill; f) Widcombe Old Village to be reunited with other Widcombe
areas; g) Lime Grove & Pultney / Dolemeads/ Pultney Road to be returned to Widcombe
& Lyncombe using the River, Railway and Canal as natural boundaries. Also unites
Widcombe Schools within their main catchment areas of Widcombe; h) East of Wellsway
to be returned to Widcombe using the A367 as the natural boundary (these areas
strongly linked with Widcombe & Lyncombe areas); i) Perrymead to be returned to
Widcombe & Lyncombe (it has no vehicle access to Combe Down). Residents are drawn
to Widcombe & Lyncombe and this would unite the Lyncombe Valley; j) Combe Down
East to be returned to Combe Down to unite the village; k) Claverton Down South to be
reunited with Combe Down. Yours faithfully Chris Kinchin-Smith

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Lin King

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Bathampton, have always worked with Batheaston and Bathford. We share with them not only views across the valley but also many issues and challenges. Our ward
councillors have worked very well together and understand the complexities of the area. I want that to continue.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Gillian Kirk

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Re: Widcombe, Bath. It's insane that the Dolemeads and area around Widcombe schools will be thrown into Bathwick. They are the historical heart of
Widcombe; far more "Widcomben than the upper hills of the Wellsway and Bear Flat, which will be within the ward. Politically, this is bizan-e; the Dolemeads
were Bath's 1st - Victorian - social housing. They remain as home to some of the poorest people In Bath - whlle Bathwlck ward rs ludicrously wealthy - what do
we have In common? How will this skew electlons? I have llved In Abbey ward, In Bear Flat and In 2 different parts of Wldcombe In my 10+ years In Bath. I
cannot see any rationale for this proposal whatsoever.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

B Knight

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposal to split Combe Down makes no sense. Combe Down is a clearly defined,
historic village with a clear and well established community. These proposals are not in
the interests of the people of Combe Down and putting a line straight down the middle,
separating one part of the village from the other is not acceptable. Claverton is more
obviously aligned with areas to the east of Combe Down eg Monkton Combe

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

David Knight

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Whilst I understand the Commission’s intervention to change boundaries in Bath and N E
Somerset, I do not agree with the proposal to eliminate Westmoreland ward and create a
larger ward under the title Oldfield ward for recent historical and practical reasons. 1.
Even in a city the small size of Bath the identity and cultural differences between the
east and west of the proposal are striking and clear to see. Acceptance of this proposal
would destroy that identity. 2. Currently, Brougham Hayes, Lorne Road, Victoria Road and
Victoria Terrace have been annexed into the current Widcombe ward. By virtue of the
location of these streets it is effectively unrepresented. I have it on good authority that
councillors only visit their constituents at election time. This larger ward, especially if all
councillors were elected from the east would exhibit the same characteristics. 3. Over the
last eight years the Westmoreland residents have experienced an upswing in community
activity solely because the councillors live in its ward – just as it used to be in the two
decades after the war. There is now a relationship between councillor and residents that
would be fatally damaged if this proposal is accepted. 4. The proposal to have three
elected members in this new ward is illogical and impractical. As stated before, if these
councillors are elected from the east – or worse, living outside the district in which they
serve – this would be an unmitigated disaster. 5. Consider the very real possibility of an
outcome whereby three councillors, each of a different persuasion, were elected. There is
no possible way each could properly serve such a vast ward. Most councillors are part
time. Much of a councillor’s duty is to regularly tour the ward and the size of the
proposal prohibits this endeavour. An equally appalling situation would occur if only two
of the same persuasion were elected. We KNOW that members of different parties DO
NOT ALWAYS WORK TOGETHER and there is anecdotal evidence of this happening in
B&NES. The result will be a failure to achieve any fair and proper representation. The
solution is simple. It is already accepted that in some wards there is need for only one
representative. Therefore, the proposal may be divided. Investigation has shown that the
density favours the west of the proposal. Take a line from Victoria Bridge Road (including
the small portion of new housing development to the east, travel up Brougham Hayes
(including those streets in Widcombe ward previously mentioned). The northern boundary
would be the river. Take a line from Fielding’s Lane and travel up Jews Lane and
Lansdown View. The southern boundary will be dictated by the number of electors that
the Commission requires to be represented in the most logical way. This ward may be
called EAST TWERTON, a name that has been in use since the 1880’s and because the
greater number of residents are located in this part of the ‘ward’. It can be represented
by TWO councillors. The lower density eastern section may be called by its traditional
long standing name of WESTMORELAND and can be represented by ONE councillor. This
would fulfil the Commission’s objectives of ensuring that the pattern of wards reflect the
interests and identities of local communities and promote effective local government –
AND satisfy the residents.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Virginia Knight

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I welcome the proposed changes. At the moment the boundary between Lansdown and
Kingsmead wards runs down the middle of our street (St James's Park) and slices in two
the little network of streets north of Julian Rd between St James's Sq and Morford St. We
are on the extreme southern edge of Lansdown and extreme north-eastern corner of
Kingsmead. Being bisected in this way does us no favours - councillors in each ward
think of our area as really belonging in the other ward and not their responsibility. (In
particular, Lansdown councillors - who on their own admission evaluate residents of their
ward according to the sort of house they live in - don't think of us as part of Lansdown).
Being unified in a single ward would be for the overall benefit of this area.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Paula Kover

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The redrawing of some of these lines do not reflect the natural communities in the
ground. In particular, the division of the Combe down ward and the Claverton ward
passes right through the middle of the village of Combe Down, which makes no sense. If
such boundary is necessary, it should be moved eastwards towards Shaft road, so that
the whole natural village stays in one ward.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Suzanne Mary Langford

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
My comments are about the proposed new ward of Oldfield Park. Having seen the map I feel the area you propose is too large for a councillor to manage. I
agree with the boundary of the River and Linear Park but because of the large size of your proposal I feel it should be split into two different wards. One could
be a two counclllor ward and the other a one councillor. This could be achieved by having a new boundary from somewhere around St Kllda's Rd, along
Shaftesbury Ave then along Brougham Hayes, down to the River and to Include Western Riverside. I say Include Western Riverside as at present It does not
have enough voting numbers to make it a Ward of its own. The two councillor ward will be the western side because it is so densely populated and the eastern
side to be the one councillor ward. The western side already has its own community identity including its Residents' Action Group, Speedwatch Group,
Snowpatrollers Group and Litter Pick Group and also a number of gardening projects. The Issues around the western side are very different from the eastern
side I am proposing. That side Is malnly offices, shops and llght Industry so the workers there will be going home to their own communities. This spllt wlll
mean that a councillor will be able to cope not only with the size of the ward but also with the number of voters on it.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Vanessa Langford

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
As a resident of Lambridge ward - I very much disagree with the proposed moving of boundaries and shrinking of this ward. Lambridge is a very distinct area
with many distinct community assets including St Saviours church and the businesses in Larkhall and Fairfield Park. It has a very different feel to Walcott and
needs Its own counclllor/s. Local government must be properly resourced and prlorttlsed. There Is nothing about this proposal which has my support and Is yet
another example of poor management/lack of consultatlon by BANES
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Claire Lawrence

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Bath residents have been told these changes are to save money. It seems this is a
cynical attempt to manipulate the voting demographic to favour the majority Tory council
at the expense of residents wishes. The changes would result in loss of political
opposition. If the ruling council are serious about saving money, how about all the
current councillors take a pay cut to maintain the status quo. This would save additional
money by removing all expenses relating to changes.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anne Lawson
16 February 2018 16:33
Owen, David
Biundary changes in Bath: Combe Down and Widcombe

Dear Mr Owen,
Re boundary changes in southern Bath, both Combe Down and Widcombe
I write as a current resident of Combe Down and a former resident of Widcombe, still with many active
connections there.
I was frankly both appalled and very disappointed to see the proposed plans for the new boundaries and
wards in southern Bath.
With reference both to Combe Down and Widcombe, it is as though someone who has no knowledge of
Bath and these two distinct, historic and lively communities, has just arbitrarily drawn lines on a map ‐
lines that suit your ‘ordained’ population numbers but have no regard to or respect for the human aspect
and for the people who live in these districts. We are not here for your convenience – and, surely, you as
local government and local councillors are here to serve and work with and for us – not the other way
round?
It is, surely, totally wrong to divide up these ‘villages’, these established, cohesive and well‐functioning
communities and join bits of them into other communities – and in the process try to make strange new
communities of people who do not fit together. Madness. Divisive and uncomfortable madness, creating
possibly amorphous and unworkable new areas of disparate, uncohesive groups of people.
In Combe Down, making the boundary along the Long Drung completely divides the old village. What if
one ward had one policy, the next another? Combe Down would cease to exist as an entity, as a whole
village. There are village‐wide community groups and facilities. Traffic plans need to take stock of the
whole village. The plan amputates a vital and central area. You are not planning to remove an outer fringe
but a key part of the village. We need a representative/councillor as a voice for the concerns and welfare
of the whole community.
In Widcombe, the parish church of Widcombe, the oldest Anglican church in the city, St Thomas a Becket,
would no longer be in Widcombe. Nor would many other ‘Widcombe’ properties and streets. Again, the
plan amputates several key areas of Widcombe and, what is even worse, puts them now in several
different wards. No community cohesiveness at all – and, as with Combe Down, there are now in existence
many vital cross‐community groups and facilities.
The proposed ward of Claverton is a mishmash of bits of other communities stuck together. It will not be,
could never be, a unified whole. It covers such differing areas.
I understand that the aim of these boundary changes is to produce similar sized wards so that councillors
do not represent or are responsible for too many/too few constituents. This is laudable. But a heavy‐
handed imposition of new boundaries with this as the sole aim is bureaucratic nonsense. Tunnel vision.
1

One size does not fit all. Why can’t you keep flourishing – and ancient – communities together and maybe
give them an extra councillor? And if, for human and physical geographical reasons, one ward is ‘under‐
populated’ for your statistics, then maybe just give them one councillor. Be creative, rather than
bureaucratic. Or if you must change some boundaries, then have serious face‐to‐face discussions with the
affected locals. We do not all have horns; we will not disagree just for the sake of it; but we do live here
and know our communities.
This kind of roughshod planning and altering of our lives from on‐high is rightly unpopular and is, I feel,
undemocratic… despite this long‐distance, impersonal ‘consultation exercise’. Do you… do the proposers
of the plan ‐ have any real understanding about the effects of these changes on the lives of Combe
Downers and Widcombites – let alone Clavertonians? Do you/they indeed care? Or do you think that,
despite this mail/email ‘consultation’ that the one‐size‐fits‐all plan must be imposed on the inhabitants
and voters of these communities?
I notice that in your document of the aims of these boundary changes is the laudable aim that they will
(wherever possible) take note of community interest and identities. It seems to me that you are
conspicuously not doing this as regards to either Combe Down or Widcombe.
I ask you very strongly, please, to look again at these proposed changes and search for alternative ways
forward. I also ask you to meet with representatives of the areas involved and discuss possible
plans. Written submissions in bulk, as in this stage, are a useful first stage, but face‐to‐face meetings and
discussions are a vital stage two.
This is not an emotional rant, but a request for a re‐think and a more considered boundary‐change
process. As a fairly new resident of Combe Down (and indeed Bath) I am not the right person to suggest
alternatives. But there are many people who know Combe Down and Widcombe well, many of whom are
active in their community. Respectfully, you need to discuss with them. Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Anne Lawson
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

andrew lea

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
You are removing Bathampton out of the Bathavon North ward. I am afraid this is unacceptable, Batheaston, Bathford and Batheaston are neighbouring villages
and collectively work for the good of the surrounding area. By splitting Bathampton away will cause emotional and physical problems as similar issues will need
to be addressed by differing wards. This rs more than a line on a map
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

sal ly lee

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:

By enlarging our ward to be covered by three councillors unless they are all of the same party,it will be very difficult for a single councillor ta cover such a
large proposed ward meaningfully.
Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Nicholas Lennard

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We would prefer Entry Hill Drive to remain within the Lyncombe ward.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Peter Lewis

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Private

Comment text:
I have a fundamental objection to multi (two or more) councillor wards. The reasons are:
1. Lack of accountability. If one is disatisfied with the performance of one's councillars,
how do you know which one to blame and therefore not to vote for? 2. No clarity on
accessability. With a three councillor ward how do you know which one to approach? 3.
Councillors will find it difficult to keep track of all the issues is such large wards. The
obvious answer is to allocate different areas of the ward to different councillors. But then
you might as well have single councillar wards in the first place. 4. Single councillor wards
would have more identity and lead to greater concentration on local issues. A major factor
that bedevils local councils is the influence of national political parties which encourages
decisions to be made on party political lines and not for the greater good of the local
community. 5. Multi councillor wards, almost by definition, will be hetrogenious. While
single councillor wards cannot be guaranteed to be homogeneous they are much more
likely to be. 6. The 2017 assumption on the new residential build in the proposed new
Oldfield Park Ward looks to be over optimistic due to the Brexit induced downturn in new
home purchases. Summary. It is difficult to see any persuasive reasons that justify the
proposals for the new Oldfied Park ward other than administrative convenience.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Sarah Lewis

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset living in Widcombe. I
would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Bath. It would
seem that these were drawn up by someone with no knowledge of the communities, or
even the geography of the area, and I fully support the the Widcombe Association in
seeking to rearrange the proposals to connect areas that currently form the communities
and that would allow for a coherent grouping with shared interests - use of roads, shops,
schools, churches, architectural heritage, etc . This would greatly simplify the involvement
of B&NES with local residents, as councillors could interact with residents of actual
communities. To split the community that is Widcombe between 5 wards seems a recipe
for inefficient administration. Currently the community of Widcombe is served by 2
councillors, and that makes for a direct relationship between one community and the
council - excellent for local democracy. To remove this straightforward relationship would
be a retrograde step. We are very much part of Widcombe with strong social, transport
and amenity links and I have been an active member of the Widcombe Association for
over 20 years,and wish to remain so. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered
to better reflect our strong local community and achieve consistency of local
representation with predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining
Widcombe & Lyncombe). I hope that the Widcombe Association's proposed alternative way
to achieve the stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, will be acceptable
to you. I am not sure why the current ward boundary splits our property in two, it
seems unneccesary and arbitrary. Yours faithfully Sarah and Nicholas Lewis,
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Bath end North East somereet
Personal Detalls:

Name:
l!·m•II:

Simon Uewellyn

Poncode:

Org•nl..tlon Name: n/a
Future Annollltion1

Annotadon 1:

The SE comer of Larkhall boundary should follow the green llne above
from London Rd up Claremont as per old Lambrldge SE boarder. Reason: to Include St
Saviours Church and the shops and restaurant on the Ballustrade within the community
of Larkhall

Annotedon 4:

Comment tmtt:
'The community of Lartch11II has a i.trong historic Identity !Inked to ltle fllcllltles within It. lhe moi.t slgnlftc:ant ot these Is S11lnt Savfouri; Churdl 11t Its he11rt. Tb draw
a bound.iry for the proposed new w.ird of l.111khall without the Chun;h Is wholly against the spirit ot community Interests 1nd Identities
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Tim Locke

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposed splitting of Lansdown Ward, joining the lower part with Kingsmead makes
no sense. The two parts of Lansdwon have everything in common whilst Kingsmead is
different in terms of composition and community.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Adam Lodge

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I Cannot OBJECT strongly enough to the proposals put forward for the revisions to Combe
Down Boundary changes. I have lived in Combe Down Village my entire life, and should
these changes be sanctioned, I will be forced into the Parish of Claverton Down. Both
Myself and my Wife have spent our lives in Combe Down and both went to Combe Down
Primary School. I am concerned that our future children may not be allowed into the
School due to us no longer living within the Ward. Where as We could have walked our
Children to School we will be forced to take our children to another school in the car. It
is hugely immoral to force Villagers out of their Ward as a result of a new Housing
Development. If this had always been a necessity It should have been declared at the
outset to enable more objections and comments. I currently live in a street which is very
much within the Village of Combe Down, yet as a result of these proposals we will be
recognised as from the Claverton Down Ward. How is it possible for a road within the
Village of Combe Down not to have Combe Down as its Ward, yet a property in Hansford
Square, a mile or so away from Combe Down Village will be classified as within Combe
Downs Ward? I trust that who ever has the final decision realises how incredibly stupid it
would be to have properties within the Old Village of Combe Down not associated with
the Village Ward, and how many generations of Combe Down Locals will be severely
disappointed and outraged if the current proposals are passed.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Mark Lodge

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I cannot object strongly enough to the proposed changes. Residents should not be
"pushed out" of their ward due to a new housing estate being built which bumps up the
population of the area. My parents live have lived in Combe Down for 54 years and now
through no fault of their own they are expected to be pushed into Claverton Down.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Nicola Lodge

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to object most strongly to the change in Bath and North East Somerset ward
proposal for Combe Down. Our family are 9th and 10th generation Combe Downers and
will now live outside Combe Down ward if this goes ahead. This change has been brought
about by the huge number of new homes being built at Mulberry Park, these are not
Combe Downers, they haven't lived and worked locally, we have. Move the boundary to
omit these new homes if you have to change the boundaries and not our old village. I
also note that Hansford Square is now included in Combe Down ward in the new
boundary - how can this be?
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The Review Officer, (Bath and North East Somerset),
Local Government Boundary Commission for England,
14th Floor Millbank Tower,
Mill bank,
London, SW] P 4QP
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-------- -----

Dear Sir,

As a resident of Bath and North East Somerset and having lived in the Chew
Valley for eighteen years before moving to Keynsham late last year, I am writing in
response to your draft recommendations for Bath and North East Somerset Council.
I think that having one ward for the whole of the Chew Valley is an excellent way
forward. Not only is it very sensible to include Stanton Drew in the Chew Valley
where it naturally belongs, but it is also far better to have two Councillors
representing the area on Bath and North East Somerset Council.
This will lead to a more joined up approach to the issues facing the Chew Valley as a
whole and lead to better governance of this area which has a distinct identity of its
own.
Thank you for reading my letter.
Yours faithfully,

Mrs E. J. Lucas.

-
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:

Name:

Jon Lucas

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name: Mr
Comment text:

I think it is important to retain all multi-member wards within the urban parts of the authority area. This would retain a more simple and easily understood
pattern for electors, and would ensure all councillors have another ward member to work with. It also ensures that voters have a better chance of expressing
their views at electlons, as they then have the opportunity to vote for more than one party or viewpoint. This allows for much better scn.itlny of the councll by
Its elected representatives.
Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Barbara Luetchford

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I Currently live in Bathwick Ward and we are represented by two Councillors. I
understand that we will be in the new Claverton Down Ward and will be represented by
just one Councillor. I am very concerned that as the University is included in our Ward
the views and concerns of ordinary long term residents will be subsumed by the
University. At times we have conflicting interests and I think it would be difficult for one
Councillor to represent both. I f these boundaries are to remain as proposed we definitely
need two Councillors.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Richard Luetchford

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The new proposed ward of Claverton Down with a single proposed councillor completely
fails two of the three statutory criteria for establishing new and revised wards and
representation in these wards. Namely, it does not reflect community interests and
identities, and it will not provide for effective and convenient local government. This is
because electorate in this proposed ward is made up of two entirely separate and distinct
communities whose identities and interests could hardly be more different. The first
community is made up of University students nearly all of whom are first-years. These
reside on the Claverton Down campus, for part of their first year only (a maximum of 30
weeks only). Following this, the vast majority move out to other parts of the city for
their remaining time at the University and have nothing further to do with this ward. The
second community is made up of permanent, mainly long-term residents occupying
housing in the area surrounding the university campus within the ward boundary. It
would not be remotely possible for a single councillor to represent the interests of both
communities. Previously, the University campus and indeed the whole of Claverton Down
West fell within the Bathwick Ward which elected two councillors to the Council. This
meant students and long term residents in this ward had the opportunity of electing one
councillor each who could represent their interests, and indeed evidence of the success of
this arrangement can be found in voting patterns in the recent past. For this reason the
University campus must be put in a ward with two councillors. If necessary to
accommodate this, the area covered by the Claverton Down ward should be enlarged
further to encapsulate a larger population within its boundaries.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Celia Lunt

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to object to the proposal to split the existing Combe Down Ward with Claverton
Down. Combe Down is a village which has existed for over 250 years and whose
population have a church and chapels, shops, transport facilities and many local clubs
and organisations which they all use. We are represented together now by our councillors
for Combe Down. Splitting off the eastern end of Combe Down village into a largely rural
Claverton Down means that many of us will be represented by councillors who have only
an indirect interest in our village and our interests. Please reject the draft proposal for
the Combe Down boundary change and ensure the eastern boundary for the Combe Down
ward includes all parts of the village as far as, and including, Shaft Road .
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Tim Lunt

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to strongly object to the proposal to move part of the village of Combe Down to
Claverton Ward. The village of Combe Down has existed since the 18th century with the
advent of stone mining by Ralph Allen and this proposal splits it in two. The Combe Down
population collectively are members of the church and chapels in the centre of the
village, use the local shops on the Avenue, join together in many social clubs and
organisations and use common transport facilities. Combe Down needs a single voice in
Council from its councillors. Having a situation where part of Combe Down is represented
by a separate ward who have no direct interest in the village is unacceptable. Including
parts of Odd Down into the Combe Down Ward in the west also does not make sense
from their point of view. Please reconsider the existing proposal and move the eastern
boundary line for Combe Down to the east of Shaft Road.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

mike and jill Lynch

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We, Mike and Jill Lynch
strongly
oppose the proposed boundary changes for Combe Down. We wish to see the historic
village of Combe Down kept as one unit, so that the whole village is represented in local
government by "Combe Down councillors". As a community, we are "better together". As
well, according to your maps, the proposed new boundary would run through the middle
of our garden so that part of our land would remain in Combe Down while another part
would come under "Claverton". We do not want this to be the case. Historically,
bureaucrats drawing red lines on maps to change boundaries always ends oi tears.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

FIONA MACCARTHY

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have recently read the new proposals regarding ward changes and wish to comment: I
am concerned and do not support the proposed changes for the following reasons:
Westmoreland ward has historically been a strong ward with an established community
identity , one which i have valued over the years I have lived here in this community and
most recently has been very well represented and supported on all local issues by two
excellent independent councillors. The new proposals to remove the existing ward
boundaries and enlarge them to include new areas of Oldfield park, as well as lose key
areas of existing westmorland , risk, in my opinion, jeopardising the functioning of a well
managed and lively ward. Firstly, i have great concerns as to the increase in size of ward
proposed, as i believe that would place an undue burden on councillors to adequately
represent such a large area to the same quality and ‘localness” as now, and thereby
affect the stated aims of ‘effective local government”. It seems to me that a single
councillor , especially if independent would now have an enormous area to cover , and be
possibly a clear disincentive for a new candidate to consider taking on . Secondly, the
sense of identity in the existing ward of westmorland has been carefully built up over the
years and has created as strong sense of community, whereby people will attend local
issue based groups such as the residents association, the litter pickers group , and speed
of traffic monitoring group , all of which allow local residents to feel they have a voice in
their local area and develop bonds and pride in its’ identity and community spirit,
necessary for communities to grow . the new proposals risk loss of that identity by
splitting off areas , such as the playing fields, and including whole new areas of Oldfield
park that may have little in common with the concerns of the current local residents, or
feel too large to be workable. Finally, if the numbers of councillors need to change, then
preserving a smaller two councillor ward, and developing a single one person ward may
be far preferable, e.g. retaining Westmoreland , and developing a new Oldfield park
single councillor ward. Fiona MacCarthy
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Adam Macgill

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
New boundary between Combe Down and Claverton cuts the village in half. We would prefer the village to stay together and have common representation at
the council.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Ian R Maidment

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We both live in Keynsham South Ward and fully support the new boundary proposals. The
Boundary Commission has worked very hard to balance the needs of a changing
population demographic with the character of local areas that has evolved over many
centuries. The revised boundaries for Saltford, Keynsham and adjoining Wards have been
sympathetically drawn up.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Ruth Malloy

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Re. WESTON ward in BATH There are two housing estates in the far south-west of Weston, off Pendean Lane, one of which is Westbrook Park and the other is
West- something or other (the name is not fully legible because of the overlying red lettering). Currently these are in Bathavon North, but it would be much
more sensible If they were Included In Weston ward. Residents llvlng In these houses are veiy much part of the Weston community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Caroline Manaton

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset
currently within the Widcombe ward, and would like
to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the City of Batti. 1 ne proposea cnanges tor tne w1ocombe ward are unsatisfactory as they do not ,save in
relatlon to equallty of voter numbers, meet the stated alms of the Local Government Boundary Commission. Wards are supposed to reflect community Identity;
yet the draft proposals for Wldcombe will result In what Is a strong, vibrant and connected community being split across five wards for local councll
representation. Such a move would not only fail to •reflect the community identity• of Widcombe but would also fail to "provide for effective and convenient
local government-, which is a stated aim of the LGBC. The draft proposals would see the Lyncombe Vale area ,which is very much part of Widcombe, moved to
a disconnected Lyncombe ward.This Is an area with which we have no community connections ( our amenity and social llnks are with the current Wldcombe
ward) and with which, due to the topography of the valley, we have no real geographlcal connection. I feel that the stated alms of the LGBC would best be met
if the Lyncombe Vale area was included in an extended Widcombe ward that would better reflect our social and geographical links to our strong local
community. In addition, the need to provide convenient and effective local government could,perhaps, be best addressed by way of a two councillor ward eg by
combining an extended Widcombe with Lyncombe. I am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the stated aims for
ward design, lncludlng electoral equallty, and commend these proposals to you. Yours faithfully Caroline Manaton
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Brian Martin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Regarding your proposed split of the village of Combe Down. I cannot understand how
you could even consider splitting the historic village of Combe Down. The part you
propose moving to Claverton is almost the oldest part of the village and forms an integral
part of it. You would destroy the village atmosphere simply for your arbitrary
administrative convenience. You would also effectively disenfranchise those moved to
Claverton. Their polling station would become a community hall 1.5 miles from them and
not easily accessed by public transport. I doubt that many would bother to go to vote. At
the moment they can easily walk 200 or 300 yards to the village polling station at Union
Chapel. They would also be in an "Ward" with nothing in common with Combe Down and
dominated by Bath university and its requirements. Their councillor would have little
interest in the Combe Down bit. It seems to me your proposal goes directly against your
stated aim that "the pattern of wards reflect the interests and identities of local
communities as well as promoting effective local government." It fails on both aims and
will destroy local democracy. You need to totally change your approach and come up with
some reasonable proposal. I see in the local press that you are also proposing a similarly
stupid approach to Larkhall. Now is the time to START AGAIN.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

David Martin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
My comments are regarding the proposed Claverton Down ward. The ward would include
the Claverton Down polling districts B-BK2A and B-BK2B from the current Bathwick ward
together with the Flatwoods area from the current Combe Down ward and a further
eastern part of the historic Combe Down village. There are no sensible community links
between the historic Combe Down section and the Claverton Down section, and the ward
would comprise three quite separate community groups. It makes no sense to split the
current Combe Down ward, especially as the historic eastern section comprises most of
the original Combe Down village. I would propose that the Claverton Down ward should
comprise B-BK2A, B-BK2B, the Flatwoods area, and the Prospect Road/McCauley buildings
section of the current Widcombe ward. The historic section of Combe Down village should
be retained in the Combe Down ward. The December 2015 electorate data used in the
boundary review for B-BK2B, which is the University of Bath campus and comprises over
3400 student residences, are not representative of the actual registration numbers
achieved in the 2015 general election. Some 1800 students registered by May 2015, and
if this number is consistently achieved in the future, then my proposal for the ward would
contain a total of around 2350 electors. Hence the ward would comfortably qualify as a
single member ward, and would also satisfy the criterion for community links.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Pippa Martin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
We feel it is wrong to carve up Combe Down and re-assign boundary lines as you
suggest. We are all very much part of THIS village and belong to THIS community.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Lorna Marvell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I believe it is important that Bear Flat should continue to be represented as one entity
rather than being split into different wards. Issues such as transport and air pollution are
of common interest to residents on either side of the Wellsway, and can be more
effectively tackled by councillors representing the same ward. There is a sense of
community identity centred on the shops, pubs and parks in Bear Flat and Bloomfield.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Patricia Mason
18 February 2018 14:10
reviews
Change of Ward Boundaries - Bath - Langridge, Walcot etc.

I would like to object to the proposed changes to our Wards. Our Communities will be split and fractured. Physical
examples of this can already be seen in the rerouting of our local bus service 6 & 7) which has cut Fairfield Park off
from Larkhall and Walcot. Strange that we are now having a proposal to unite areas which do not now have
transport links! Even buses have Communities that see each other most days.
Communities are fragile things and take many years to evolve. What seems a logical split on paper does not work or
account for the ,multiple interrelated communities that have evolved over time.
People in my area use Alice Park, Oriel Hall, Larkhall Shops, Pubs and Restuarants, Rondo Theatre, St Saviours
Church, Churches and Community Centres on the London Road, Morrisons, etc. etc. Because of work and school
they are very concerned with the London Road re: traffic and pollution, issues such as the Bathampton Park and
Ride etc. etc. Communities and Local Democracy is flourishing and represented by the number of Community
Groups on various issues of widespread local interest that bind them together.

The geography of our Wards works well but our 2 Councillors have a very heavy workload at present. I believe that
the Commissioning of our Council Services results in an increased workload with more need for oversight and due
diligence. The sheer volume of digital communication does not make for greater efficiency and nothing can replace
face to face contacts and relationships.
The new boundaries and cuts of 2 Councillors to 1, will be to the detriment of democracy. The Commission should
be considering making Councillors full‐time and better paid for the increasingly complex Society in which we
live. Not only do the Councillors have to moniter commissioned services but negotiate the officers employed by
each Council Department.
I would suggest that instead of cut‐backs the Council creates 3 more bands on Council tax to bring in extra
Revenue. I would be an interesting exercise to see how much money this would raise for BANES.
Hopefully this plan can be reconsidered in its entirety. Otherwise it seems yet one more instance of the public and
social domaine being stripped out and apart. This will not be a cost saving in the long‐term!
Pat Mason
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Elizabeth Harding Mayhew
06 February 2018 13:43
Owen, David
boundary changes

Dear Mr. Owen
I Have learnt with horror of the boundary Commission’s proposal to put half of the historic village of Combe Down
into a different ward from the other half.
My objections to this proposal are as follows:‐
1

Combe Down is a self‐contained village with its own amenities, its own individual character and a strong
sense of community. The operation to stabilize stone mines underneath the village brought us all together in
a special way, and we all worked to ensure that the infilling was done properly, the Firs Field designated as a
village green, and a heritage centre set up.
Claverton Down is a completely different community with its own separate identity, and its own concerns
which are not the same as ours.

2

It makes nonsense of local government if those of us living on one side of an arbitrary line are not allowed to
vote
for a councillor who will represent our interests. At present I can walk to my polling station in the village and
know that my local councillors understand the concerns of my community. If I have to travel to another area
to vote for someone who will not represent the whole of the village in which I live, I shall feel there is little
point in my voting at all.

3

The character of the remaining Combe Down Ward (which includes all the village amenities) will be changed,
as it
will lose the votes of half the people living in the original old village, while retaining those of people living
further
away to the west on the edge of Odd Down.
I strongly object to your proposal and I sincerely hope you will change your mind.
Yours faithfully
Elizabeth Mayhew
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Paul May

E-mail:
Organisation Name: Na

Comment text:
I live in Clutton parish area and would prefer a two councillor ward covering the middle
area of northeast Somerset. By spreading the current village but removing Stanton Drew
offers a new opportunity to rethink representation. Twomember wards are preferable to
cover a wider area. Best wishes Paul May

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Rosalie McCabe

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Sirs I am writing as a resident of Bath & North East Somerset living in
Widcombe. I would like to comment on the draft proposals for new wards in the
City of Bath. I feel that the proposed changes for the Widcombe ward area are not
satisfactory and do not meet the stated aims of the LGBC, other than in respect of voter
equality. The draft proposals result in the strong, vibrant and connected community of
Widcombe being split across five wards for local council representation. This would greatly
complicate communications and community engagement on local issues, eroding the
efficient working of our local government. In
the surrounding
roads, we are very much part of Widcombe yet these proposals move us to another,
disconnected, ward. We have strong social and amenity links to Widcombe and this is our
community. Almost every child in this area attends both the Infant and Junior schools
which play a vital role in the community. We believe that both the schools and this area
should be included in an extended Widcombe & Lyncombe ward. We believe wards can be
designed to still achieve the equality of voters objective whilst better reflecting our local
community. I believe the ward proposals should be reconsidered to better reflect our
strong local community and achieve consistency of local representation with
predominately two councillor wards ( for example by combining Widcombe & Lyncombe). I
am aware that the Widcombe Association has proposed an alternative way to achieve the
stated aims for ward design, including electoral equality, and I strongly commend these
proposals to you. Yours faithfully, Rosalie McCab
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

caron mcenerney <
13 February 2018 08:31
Owen, David
Boundary

Hello
I would like to log my objection to the proposed change of boundary in Combe Down. I have lived in Combe Down for
over 25 years and would like to stay in Combe Down.
Kind regards
Caron McEnerney

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tay McLean-Foreman
13 February 2018 11:11
reviews
BATH + NE SOMERSET Larkhall carve-up NODE 9913

FAO : LGBCE ORG UK NODE 9913
Herewith my comments to make objection to the carve up of Larkhall Bath BA1 6RW BANESomerset
‐ The St Saviours church + surrounding areas along St Saviours Road BELONG TO the Larkhall community
‐ Historically the Church owns the surrounding old buildings as can be identified by the old stone
boundary walls
‐ There are THREE schools in the Larkhall area whose children use this church as part of their spiritual /
community/ civic/ social events.
‐ This church has provided EMERGENCY accommodation for outdoor events that were cancelled owing to
adverse weather conditions
‐ The democratic rights of the community are being affected by the exclusion of the Church and
accompanying zone as Larkhall is NOT part of the proposed larger Walcot area which lies in the inner city
area that has its own needs based on very different criteria. Larkhall is a village. Walcot is inner city.
My family are very concerned and upset about the potential lost of its favoured church + surrounding
access to a constituent who does not understand the community aspect of a very popular village.
Please consider this. Best wishes,
T McLean
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ian-mcleod <
17 February 2018 11:18
reviews
Larkhall

I am totally opposed to the split up of lambridge ward for the following reasons. To preserve the community and so
it is efficient and convenient.
Ian mcleod

1

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

MICHAEL MCLOUGHLIN

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
HI, I LIVE IN WESTMORELAND WARD, WHY DOES BANES WISH TO CHANGE WHAT
WORKS PERFECTLY WELL AS IS. THIS IS ANOTHER ATTACK ON THE DEMOCRACY. WOULD
IT BE BECAUSE WE HAVE TWO INDEPENDENTS THAT WORK HARD FOR ARE WARD ? IT
IS GOOD TO GET AWAY FROM THE PARTY MACHINES. LOCAL PEOPLE FOR LOCAL
PROBLEMS. IF IT AINT BROKE DO NOT FIX IT. WE LACK LEADERSHIP IN BANES AS WELL
AS NATIONWIDE SO LEAVE WELL ALONE?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Carol Mikellides

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
I wish to object - in the strongest possible terms - to the proposed boundary changes planned for the historic village of Combe Down. My greatest concern is
the proposal to divide the old village of Combe Down in half, thus totally disregarding its historic development and ignoring the wishes of the well established
Community of Combe Down. As a resident
I
have always felt very much a part of this Combe Down community, using Its shops, community rooms, etc, whereas there Is no such affllatlon with Claverton. I
can really add little to Martin Coulson's excellent submission analysing the new proposals in great detail and would urge you to take note and recognise the
irrationalityof the new scheme.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Lauren Millington

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I'm concerned about the changes proposed to ward boundaries in the Oldfield Park area.
Making such a large area physically with only 3 councilors (potentially from three
different parties/independents) seems impractical. Also I imagine the interests and needs,
and community, are very different in Westmoreland than there are streets closer to the
centre of the city. Overall this seems an ill-advised plan and I am against this change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Tim Mitchell

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: Monkton Combe Junior School
Drive

1: Tyning Road / Gladstone Road

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1:

Tyning Road / Gladstone Road

Annotation 2:

Monkton Combe Junior School Drive

Comment text:
If the aim is to ensure that "the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities" why is a portion (annotation 1) of
the community of Combe Down village being redrawn in the Claverton ward and not kept in the Combe Down ward? It would appear that the
boundry was drawn as a straight line with out reference to what it was dividing. A better divide would be to use the drive way of Monkton
Combe Junior school (Annotation 2) which would avoid the village entirly. This would keep the histroic village of Combe Down under a single
councillor

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:
Name:

Martin Monks

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name:
Comment text:
The proposals for putting Magdalen Rd and Avenue, and Park Avenue, into Oldfield Ward seem to disregard the reality of their social and community networks.
These streets have no street access to Wells Rd, other than via Holloway, and are separated by the major artery of Wells Rd. from the rest of Oldfield Ward.
The streets lead to Holloway, from where the natural direction to access useful shops, cafes and the local pub Is either uphlll a few hundred yards to Bear Flat
or down to Wldcombe Parade. The natural community Is Wldcombe, or Wldcombe/Lyncombe, not Oldfield. Community meetings, consultations, etc are often In
the Chapel at Bear Flat or the church in Widcombe, both with safe pedestrian access from Magdalen Rd. Oldfield events would involve a circuitous, long trek
crossing one, or even 2 busy main roads, thus discouraging attendance by Magdalen area residents. The proposed Oldfield boundary makes an ugly and
lrratlonal bllp away from Wells Rd, poking out Into a few yards of Holloway. In so doing, It makes a mess of the Magdalen Chapel complex which dates back to
the mlddle ages, separating the Chapel from the small hospltal next down the hill where lepers and people with mental problems were cared for, and from the
garden opposite on the other side of Holloway where its medicinal plants were once grown. These historic sites have always fonned a unity and should surely
not be now torn apart in such a clumsy way redolent of the 1960s. Please keep the Oldfield boundary in Wells Rd and leave the tiny Magdalen neighbourhood
and its historic complex together, in Widcombe or Widcombe/Lyncombe.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Sarah Moore

Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Feature Annotations

2: Retention of Innox Road, The
Brow, Highfield Close, North
View Close, Long Hay Close
and Springfield Close in Twerton

4: Put full length of the Hollow
into Southdown, including
Roundhill Park Estate and
Cotswold View

1: Inclusion of Haycombe Drive,
Rosewarn Close, Blagdon Park
in Twerton

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 1:
Twerton

Inclusion of Haycombe Drive, Rosewarn Close, Blagdon Park in

Annotation 2: Retention of Innox Road, The Brow, Highfield Close, North View
Close, Long Hay Close and Springfield Close in Twerton
Annotation 4: Put full length of the Hollow into Southdown, including Roundhill
Park Estate and Cotswold View
Comment text:
I would like to suggest that the proposed Twerton and Southdown ward boundaries are altered slightly as follows: Remove the Roundhill Park
estate and all of the hollow and put back into Southdown boundary, this ensures the whole length of The Hollow would be handled in a single
ward instead of being split. Move the Innox Park estate back inside the Twerton ward boundary. This change would see Twerton expanded to
the south to incorporate Haycombe Drive, Rosewarn Close and Blagdon Park (as per your draft proposals) which have a similar demographic to
the rest of Twerton but also retain Innox Road, Springfield Close, The Brow, Highfield Close, Long Hay Close and North View Close to the East
of Twerton. Moving Costwold View (accessed off the Hollow) into Southdown, thereby having the boundary between Twerton and Southdown
being drawn down the length of The Hollow and Shophouse Road. This amendment would also mean approximately the same number of
electorates would move between the two wards and more closely fit with the communities already in place.

Uploaded Documents:
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Catherine Moss

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It is disappointing that the area in Bath in which I live is being split between three
wards. Changes in boundary should recognise communities and the community which
residents associate with. Bear Flat is a distinct area with its own amenities, services and
representative groups. Boundary changes should not just be about numbers but people. I
would like to see the whole of Bear Flat being just represented by one ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

James Moyle

E-mail:

Feature Annotations

2: Proposal to Split Oldfield
Park Ward

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database rights 2013.
Map Features:

Annotation 2:

Proposal to Split Oldfield Park Ward

Comment text:
I like many of the proposed boundary changes - for example linear park very much feels like a sensible Southern boundary to the community
of Oldfield Park, however, the new Crest Nicholson Development feels very much a separate entity as does the far end of the lower bristol
road, North of the Wells road. Widcombe should also probably extend to the Wells road. An alternative might be the area enclosed between the
upper and lower Bristol roads as a ward. I appreciate it's not easy getting the numbers right but I do feel the proposed Oldfield Park Ward is
"overhanging" it's natural boundaries.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rosemary Naish
23 January 2018 15:16
reviews
Bath & North east Somerset - Proposed Clutton & Farmborough ward.

Dear Sir,
Re Bath & North east Somerset – Proposed Clutton & Farmborough ward.
As a resident t of Clutton I wish to make the following comments on the proposed new ward of Clutton
& Farmborough, together with Marksbury.
This ward will be under-represented by 8% while the adjoining ward of Timsbury will be over
represented by 10%. You are proposing that both should be single member wards. This seems to be in
contradiction to your aims of:


Electoral equality: each local councillor represents a similar number of voters

I would like to suggest that Clutton, Farmborough and Timsbury be one single ward with two
members, which would result in it being very close to the target population per councillor.
Within Bath & North east Somerset you are proposing a majority of two member wards, so to combine
these two would not be out of keeping with the majority of other wards. It would result in one less
ward but still keep the target of 59 councillors.
The ward as you propose has a fairly large footprint, which will result in the single overworked
member having to do more travelling across the ward. As a combined two member ward with
Timsbury, the footprint would not be much larger, as Timsbury is fairly compact, but it would spread
the workload more evenly. As a combined ward it would still not be as large as the proposed Bathavon
South, Chew Valley or Bathavon North wards.
Clutton does not have any shops, post office, garage, pharmacy or doctors surgery. Timsbury has all
of these, and as it is only 3.5 miles /10 minute drive away many Clutton residents are registered with
the doctors’ surgery and regularly use the other facilities.
Timsbury has one of the most modern and best equipped village halls, (Conygre Hall|) in the area, so
many Clutton social occasions are held there. The result of this is that residents of either village are as
likely to belong to a society or association in the other village as their own “home” village.
The nearest Methodist place of worship to Clutton is in Timsbury.
To get to Bath from Clutton there are only two good routes by road, either through Farmborough or
through Timsbury, so residents of Clutton are very familiar with both villages.
I hope you will agree that a combine two member ward will meet your objective of equal number of
voters as well as having as combined community identity which reflects the interests of all the
parishes.
The only issue might be what to call the ward, but the matter of naming it should not be allowed to
prevent the best interests of residents coming first.

1

In addition, I would like to draw your attention to the following based on your own electoral
figures;
Projected population 2023
Clutton & Farmborough 2564 - deviation from target number of electors per councillor +
8.32%
Timsbury 2137 - deviation from target electors per councillor --9.72%
Combined Clutton, Farmborough & Timsbury 4701 - deviation from target number of
electors per
councillor - 0.70%.

Kind regards
Rosemary Naish

2

Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Meryl & Ray Newbigin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Widcombe Association - members

Comment text:
We have tried to submit a document twice but it was rejected on both occasions. The
Widcombe Ward proposals are wrong because it takes no account of the geography of the
area. It looks as though someone has counted the number of voters and parcelled them
up into roughly equal bundles. This is nonsense and, if implemented, will destroy the
cohesion of the Widombe area. The Widcombe Association submission has detailed,
locality by locality, reasoning and we support all its findings. We have lived in this area
for 55 years, have been active in local politics and in the community, so we know what
we are talking about. Ray & Meryl Newbigin
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Freda Newcombe

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Combe Down is a historic village with an extremely tight community, particularly in the
village area to the south of North Road. The propsed changes to the east of the village
cut the village in half and this goes against your stated aim of taking into account the
cohesion of a community. Combe Down in an oLd historic settlement with many of the
houses pre-dating the development of Bath. It is from Combe Down mines that the stone
to build Bath was taken. It is those same mines that have forged a strong community
which fought for decades to have the dangerous mines filled to prevent more houses and
trees sinking into the mines. The community was successful in achieving its aim and
came together even more over the six years of construction work affecting the whole
village. There have been lasting legacies in the formation a society to reinstate and
manage the central Firs Field that is used and owned by the whole village; there is Ralph
Allen Stepping stones centre, built to commemiorate the mines and to provide another
community space. There is the Combe Down Heritage Society to research and educate
residents about the amazing heritage of the area. All this has led to a tight knit, vibrant
cummunity that you are proposing to cut in half. You propose moving the eastern
boundary into the heart of the village along one of the historic drungs or alleyways that
are widely used and crisscross the village between the houses, removing Oxford Place,
Tyning Road, Gladstone Road, part of Church Road, Shaft Road and all the historic
houses along North Road from the village and the ward of Combe Down. This community
had come together to fight for its survival from collapsing mines and, five years on, you
are proposing to tear the village apart by drawing an arbitary line on a map. The
population of Combe is to be enlarged by a new development of 600 houses to the north
of Bradford Road and you are also proposing to add in further houses from Lyncombe
vale. If there are to be changes, it would appear to be more sensible to rethink the
proposed northern boundary of Combe Down alter the proposed. rather than disturbing
the established community to the south of the main roads.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Michael Newton

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I am objecting to the proposal to divide Combe Down village in this way. The village is
an historic entity and to divide it up with a boundary in the middle is ridiculous. I live in
Combe Down, not Claverton!
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Bath and North East Somerset
Personal Details:
Name:

Janet Nodder

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I feel very strongly that Combe Down should not be split in two in order to make a new
ward at Claverton. Combe Down village has always been a closely knit community and is
best served by councillors responsible for the whole village. Originally the village was a
completely separate entity administered from Taunton rather than Bath, and was proud of
its independence. That feeling of being part of a special place with a vibrant history and
with everyone working to protect the village from harm is still very evident. There is no
real link between the part of Combe Down that is being split away and the completely
separate community at Claverton. The polling station at Combe Down is accessible by the
whole village, whereas voters would find it difficult to travel to Claverton if they had to
vote there. The topography of the area means that the inclusion of areas down the hill
towards Bath and off towards Odd Down are not a natural addition to Combe Down and
make for an awkward fit. Please keep Combe Down as closely as possible to the
boundaries that exist today.
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Bath and North East Somerset
Per•onal Detalls:

Name:

Phil Nodder

E-mall:
Postcode:

Organisation Name: Member of the public
Comment text:

Dear Sir, It is important to realise the implications that the proposed boundary change would have on the old village of Combe Down. Since Ralph Allen opened
stone quarries at the beginning of the 18th century there has been a community on Combe Down. This community has continued and grown to form the core
of the vlllage of Combe Down. The proposed boundary change would spllt this core, send part of It to Claverton Down to vote, for counclllor(s) who neither llve
In the ward nor know the people they represent, whereas the current boundaries encompass a senslble, long-establlshed, cross-section of the Combe Down
population who are represented by two councillors who live within the ward and know a large number of the people who live here. Please do not split the old
village and risk isolating a proportion of the strong village community from itself.
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